INTRODUCTION

INTEGER SINUSOIDAL TRANSFORM3
According to where KL-;" is a red diagonal matrix and P,'." is an orthogonal matrix. The superscript and subscript denote, respectively. the type and the lengtfi of the transform For example, C -11 means the type U cosine transform and so on. Using the concept of dyadic symmetry, Cham [I] constructed an order-X I f f of the following form. The scaling (Kk-')'
can also he ahsorbed into the deqnantization proccss.
MTEcElR LOT (mT)
The Iransfonn malrix of an M-channel LOT is given by 121.
where 0, and 0, arc (~/ 2 x M ) murices containing the even and odd basis functions of DCT-II, respeaively. P,, is a pxmutaiion mauix which pmnu(es rhe k th and the ( k + M / 2 1 th rows to the 2k th and UlC ( 2 k + 1 ) th (k=O,=-~-~-,M/2-1)rows.rcspectivety.~g. 1 shows the flow graph of an 8-channel M T . It is naiural to consider replacing I I X S-point DCT in Lfle LOT by P , ' -" to c o n s~c l an integer LOT. Unfortunately, the scaling (1, 5. b, .
Similarly, the order4 typc-IV integer sine transform is defined as fotlows. To satisfy the cKthogonal properties. %,bJ.c,.d, rnitct satisfy the foliowing condition.
(12)
In addition, hey have to saisfy the following condition to rcscinblc the JXY-IV.
(13)
For simplicity the d i n g consranis for thc mawix p~u c l , (~~-"~~~" ) T . are designed to be identiai. finally, ihe tramform rnauix of the order-8 ILOT is
QhlaiWd aS fOllO1WS.
where b, and 4, are (4x8) matrices containing the even and odd basis Functions of T t -u . respectively. TIE scaling constant for Tt-' is 4 . For odd-indexed outputs. the d i n g of T : -" and (r,C-"~f lr are rm@ together t o form It, ~ These multiplication.. can readily bc absorbed into lhe quantization process. Fig. 2 shows the tlow graph of the S-channcl integer LOT. The ILOT is parameterized by a set of inlegers and is referred to as   ILOT(a. b,c,d, e, f, k,a, ,b,. [.a, ,bz ,c, ,d2 1 
,so ma ,=O h,(n) and gt(?t) are the impulse responses of the k-rh analysis and synthesis filters of length N. Here the input is aw~med to be a first-order auto-regnxsive pmcss with correlation coefficient p .
To reduce the wordlength for the integer implementation, the kernel for T : -" . T:-" and T : -" are chosen to bc 5-bits. Exhaustive search is performed to optimizc the coding gain of this ILOT and the optitnal solution is ILOT(24, 20, 12, 6, 23, 7, 17, 17, 7, 13 , 3, 6.10, 12) .
The coding gain of chis ILOT is 9.16 dB for AR (1) process with correlation coefficient of 0.95. This is close to the coding gain of the LOT, which is 9.22 dB. fig. 3a and Fig. 3b show respectively the frequency response? of the ILOT(24.20. 12, 6,23.7,17,17.7.13.3.6,10,12) and the 
